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Introduction
This unit comprises the examined component of A2 Language and Literature. Students are
expected to apply their skills and knowledge of literary and linguistic concepts gained in
the AS units, as well as wider reading, to explore varieties of language and literature. They
need to synthesise their learning and make observations about how language works across
a spectrum of written and spoken production. They choose one of four topic areas and
answer two corresponding questions: one on an unseen extract in Section A and one on two
prepared texts in Section B.

SECTION A involves the analysis of one unseen extract. Candidates are expected to
present a continuous commentary on the writer's or speaker's choice of structure, form and
language and draw conclusions on attitudes, values and ideas conveyed in the text.

SECTION B assesses candidates' knowledge of the contribution made by contextual factors
to the understanding of either two chosen drama texts or two chosen poetry texts. Students
are expected to compare writers' use of linguistic and literary devices.

Overall, the quality of responses was strong. Candidates were well prepared for both
sections of the paper with the best demonstrating an integrated approach which helped
them to tackle the unseen with understanding and confidence and explore interesting
and original concepts in relation to their set texts. Less assured candidates tended to be
descriptive, using terminology in a superficial way, and omitting to quote textual examples
or explain the significance of particular features.

From a practical point of view, candidates must remember to answer both questions relating
to their choice of topic (e.g. Family Relationships): some students answered on one topic in
Section A and a different topic in Section B, others attempted to answer a particular Section
B question with texts from a different topic, and there were a few who ignored the question
completely and wrote about their topic regardless of the frame of the question. The paper is
designed to help students to prepare themselves efficiently: they will have been studying a
variety of texts relating to a chosen topic and this encourages them to focus on a range of
relevant features, contexts and ideas; they should also save time and unnecessary stress by
going straight to the relevant unseen passage at the beginning of the examination instead
of reading through all four passages.
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Question 1
A Sense of Place

The Isabella Bird extract provided candidates with an opportunity to discuss a wide range of
literary and linguistic devices, as well as exploring a variety of strong opinions. In general,
candidates responded positively to the form of the text and found plenty to say about the
structuring of the piece and the writer’s attitudes. Many enjoyed Bird's voice, using this
characteristic as a chance to discuss specific linguistic features and their effects.
Most popular were the sophisticated lexis, the use of superlatives and the variety of
sentence types to aid description.
Higher band answers analysed the writer’s negative attitude to Marrakesh in detail but also
recognised positive aspects and elements of humour. They were keen to explore cultural
and historical references. As with many of the extracts there was some very impressive
feature spotting, often with no discussion of content. Lower band answers neglected to look
closely at the writer’s detailed account and often missed the opportunity to explore her
contrasting attitudes. They also tended to generalize their discussion of linguistic devices
by using terms such as “posh” and “old-fashioned language”, instead of employing more
specific terminology.

The Individual in Society

There was much in this piece for candidates to appreciate and many responded favourably
to the tone and style of the presentation of the obituary of a TV personality they obviously
themselves felt warmly about. The humour was commented upon in considerable detail and
more aware candidates were able to also identify the criticism of the reckless aspects of
Irwin’s behaviour.
Many candidates had enjoyed Steve Irwin’s programmes and his death was still quite raw in
their minds. Consequently, these students either thought the tone of the obituary was too
flippant and disrespectful of someone whom they admired, or they thought it was just right
as it reflected the man himself. Those who did not know the television personality wrote
better responses as they could be more objective.
Higher band candidates were successful in understanding how the register of the obituary
was respectful and ironic simultaneously, producing an integrated discussion of the material.
There was plenty of effective discussion of the way embedded style and the use of direct
speech created a vivid portrayal of Irwin. Also, many clear and detailed responses picked up
on the use of loan words to evoke Irwin’s voice and the change in tone of the piece, linking
linguistic choices to the reader’s possible attitudes towards Irwin. Lower band answers
veered away from analysis to give personal opinions and accounts of Irwin’s life. These
candidates also struggled with the fact that this obituary appeared in The Economist and
wasted time guessing how “typical readers” of this publication might respond to such an
article.
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Love and Loss

There was a wide range of responses to the Caitlin Thomas extract. A number of candidates
understood the nostalgia and sense of regret in the piece, engaged with the writer’s ironic
tone, and analysed a range of linguistic and literary features. Higher band answers gave an
integrated study of the relationship portrayed in the text, discussing Thomas’s ambiguous
attitudes and values. They appreciated the way she established a conversational tone
through the use of parenthetical devices, explored the effects of alliteration and confidently
discussed the significance of the extended metaphor of the bar as an altar. Lower-scoring
candidates found this extract difficult and opted to describe the problematic relationship
or embark on a discussion of the damaging effects of alcohol. Consequently, they missed
the opportunity to examine the ironic nature of the piece and the author's assessment of
her and Dylan Thomas's "half-baked" ideas of being part of the "Greats". There was also a
tendency to engage in feature spotting instead of analysing the content in depth.    

Family Relationships

The Morrison text was the most popular of the unseen extracts and it was encouraging to
see a large number of excellent and detailed responses.
Many answers explored the significance of the autobiographical form, identifying a range of
implied meanings and veiled criticisms.
Candidates understood the structure and the metaphor of the squash game and used it
as a basis for analysing the nature of the relationship between the writer and his father.
Many linked linguistic features to attitudes and values within the text, with high-scoring
candidates demonstrating an appreciation of the humour and the wry tone of the piece.
These responses also recognized a mixture of affection and exasperation in the writer’s
voice.
Lower band answers tended to give a descriptive commentary on the father/son relationship
or made assumptions about what Morrison might be saying about student life. They also
tended to approach the structure of the text by discussing each paragraph systematically,
rather than developing an integrated evaluation of the relationship. Several candidates
thought that Blake was a girl but did not follow the logic of this and discuss the father/
daughter relationship, especially with regards to the squash game.
At AO1 successful responses were fluently-written and used embedded quotations to good
effect. They confidently identified a wide range of linguistic and literary features, and were
able to show how writers had used them to convey attitudes, values and ideas. Lower band
answers identified linguistic or literary features but did not often apply them to an analysis
of the writer's technique. Middle band answers were written fluently but sometimes lacked
focus.
At AO2 successful responses explored a wide range of linguistic, literary and structural
features. They often discussed writers' attitudes and values confidently and supported
observations with appropriate exemplification. There was evidence of engagement with
the text and candidates were willing to explore a range of challenging ideas. Lower band
answers usually focused on a few relevant attitudes and values. They showed awareness of
linguistic or structural features and tended to work through the passages chronologically.
This approach often resulted in a descriptive discussion of the content.
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Here is an extract from an answer that was awarded a Band 2 mark at AO1:
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Examiner Comments

The candidate uses a wide range of vocabulary and writes with clarity
of expression. Quotations are often used to support points. Although
relevant concepts have been applied, some points are rather vague and
undeveloped.

Examiner Tip

Make sure all key points are explored in depth.
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This is an extract from an answer that scored full marks at AO1:
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Examiner Comments

This candidate writes with control, fluency and
coherence. Expression is sophisticated and a wide range
of terminology has been used accurately. The candidate
has adopted an integrated approach to the task.

Examiner Tip

Discuss a wide range of features and their effects in an
integrated fashion.
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Here is an extract from a script that was awarded a Band 3 mark at AO2:
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Examiner Comments

This answer demonstrates an awareness of structure and
the effects created by various linguistic features but a
number of points have been left undeveloped. As a result,
the answer is observational, rather than analytical.

Examiner Tip

Spend planning time thinking of ways of adding detail
to initial observations on the text.
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The following extract is from an answer that was awarded a top mark for AO2:
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Examiner Comments

The answer begins strongly and confidently. Genre,
structure and syntax are discussed in a sophisticated,
original way. The candidate takes a precise and
incisive analytical approach throughout.

Examiner Tip

Try to begin your answer in a confident way, outlining
the significant issues and features in your introduction.
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Question 2
Yet again, this was the least popular of the four topics and the majority of answers related
to the drama texts. Overall, candidates coped well with the wording of the question and
were able to find plenty of examples of places that existed “in the mind”: discussing the
American leaders’ view of the US in relation to the rest of the world (in Stuff Happens) and
comparing this with ways in which Jimmy Jack, Hugh and Yolland perceived Ireland (in
Translations).
Candidates understood that Ireland was changing and that characters could hold on to
a fictionalised sense of the old country. There was a strong understanding of the play’s
relevance at first performance although some candidates gave lengthy essays on the Irish
troubles rather than analysing language.
The best answers managed to relate Hugh’s view of the Irish as a spiritual people and
compare the “primitive” setting with the richness of their imaginations. Whilst most answers
had something to say about the context of Translations, a considerable number of responses
neglected to analyse relevant aspects of Stuff Happens in sufficient depth. Lower band
candidates seemed overwhelmed with the enormity of the plays and wrote about a selection
of characters, attempting to link them to the task and the contexts. However, in so doing,
they did not always focus in enough detail on specific aspects of the plays in order to fully
meet all the demands of the question. Poetry answers were able to tackle the question
convincingly by exploring Hardy’s nostalgic references, although there was often less focus
on Betjeman’s romanticised view of England. Higher band answers covered a range of social
and biographical contexts, as well as analyzing the way that poetic devices created mood
and a sense of place. Good answers were able to appreciate each poet’s collection of work,
rather than discussing individual poems.

The following extract is from an answer that was awarded a Band 2 mark for AO1:
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Examiner Comments

The answer demonstrates a clear appreciation of the
question and uses embedded quotations to support a
range of points. However there is an absence of specific
terminology and expression lacks sophistication in places.

Examiner Tip

Ensure that linguistic and literary terminology is included
in your discussion of key aspects of the set texts.
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Question 3
There were some excellent responses to this gift of a question. In Equus, both Dysart and
Alan were discussed energetically and in Othello the eponymous hero’s change was easy to
trace through the play. Some attempted, with success, to show the change in Desdemona
from a bold young woman who challenged accepted mores to the acquiescent wife who even
goes as far as to shield her husband from blame at the end. However, although a significant
number of candidates mentioned Iago, they were not always confident in applying their
knowledge of this character to the demands of the question. Many candidates engaged
fully with the plays and the changing voice of the characters. For example, Othello’s shift
in register and move to prose and back to poetry allowed candidates scope for answering
the question fully. Higher band answers were able to bring in their knowledge of social
and historical contexts to support this feature of the text. There were plenty of strong
comparisons made between Othello and both Alan and Dysart as changing characters,
which afforded interesting and analytical discussion. Many students were able to effectively
link Alan’s voice to references to the consumer society in the original performances of
Equus. Others brought in relevant aspects of psychology when examining the way Dysart’s
views and perceptions change throughout the play. Lower band answers tended to focus
on characters’ transformations but often omitted to explore the effects of stagecraft and
audiences’ likely reactions. Candidates who went for the poetry option seemed sometimes
confused in their application of the framework of the question to Hughes’ themes. In some
cases they tended to fall back on standard deconstructions of The Thought Fox or The
Jaguar, as an attempt to balance otherwise strong and perceptive commentary of Gunn’s
themes of the individual/society/religion and change. Some answers effectively discussed
Eliot’s poetry, especially when exploring the change in J. Alfred Prufrock through animal
and insect imagery. Other answers, while overall fairly successful, seemed to stretch the
application of the question across a number of poems from all three poets, resulting in a
rather superficial discussion.

The following extract is from an answer that was awarded a Band 4 mark for AO3:
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Examiner Comments

This candidate shows some contextual understanding of both
plays and attempts to make comparisons between the texts.
However, points often tend to be descriptive, rather than
analytical.

Examiner Tip

Keep the main concerns of the question in mind and
analyse the significance of relevant contextual factors.
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Question 4
Unlike the other three topic areas, this question had a significant number of responses to
the poetry texts, which was encouraging to see.
In responding to the plays candidates engaged well with the two texts. The Glass Menagerie
provoked some interesting discussion about which character suffered most through the
relationships and there were some strong comparisons made with Betrayal. Higher band
discussions of the latter text made interesting comments about the reverse structure of the
plot and argued that the understated dialogue was a way of showing how the characters
were suppressing their emotional pain. Candidates were assertive in their judgements and
it was difficult to disagree with the student who said that “all the characters were ‘awful’,
selfish and could not care less who they hurt”. There was also a willingness to discuss the
dramatic features of the two plays and a great number of responses analysed the ways in
which the playwrights created tension, particularly in the Venice scene in Betrayal and the
“glass unicorn” episode in The Glass Menagerie. Candidates also made confident references
to contextual factors, especially in terms of the production of the plays, and many included
critical quotations to support their ideas. Lower band answers tended to lose sight of the
question and made generalised comments about biographical contexts, such as Pinter’s
affair with Joan Bakewell and Tennessee Williams’s sexual orientation.
There was also a surfeit of copied reviews which seemed tacked on to the responses rather
than integrated within them. The question was well suited to poetry texts and there was
some delightful work on Donne (Batter my Heart proving a universal choice), as well as a
selection of other Metaphysical poets – for example, some answers referred to Herbert’s
The Collar and the pain and suffering caused by loss of faith. Plath’s Daddy and Morning
Song were often discussed but, although a significant number of answers analysed a variety
of appropriate poetic features, candidates often focused on too much irrelevant contextual
material. Lower band answers were often episodic rather than integrated: a paragraph
or two on a poem/poet, then moving on to the next with little comparison; in fact, a large
number of answers neglected to examine the differing time periods in which the texts were
produced and the impact that this had on the poets’ ideas.
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Question 5
This question was the most popular of the four in Section B and there were some very
impressive responses to it. The best answers sustained a focused analysis and compared
the texts throughout. Some adopted a model where they included a topic sentence on both
plays, then followed it with detailed comparison and analysis of contextual features. A small
number of candidates were confused by the wording of this question, believing it to be
more relevant to the Love and Loss section, and chose to discuss their texts in relation to
Question 4 instead. Consequently, they forfeited a large number of marks by not answering
the question. However, the majority of candidates appreciated that the loss or departure of
a loved one played a significant part in all the texts in this topic area, and they were able to
cover a wide range of interesting points and textual features. Many drama answers drew
detailed links between the endings of the two plays and were able to present an integrated
study of these key moments, focusing on linguistic, literary and dramatic elements (e.g. the
effects created by the sound of the door shutting in A Doll’s House and the gunshot in All My
Sons). Candidates felt comfortable bringing in contextual detail, namely attitudes towards
women in nineteenth-century Norwegian society and the effects of the American Dream on
people living immediately after the Second World War. However, it became quite frustrating
to read a number of answers that referred to “Victorian society”, when discussing Ibsen.
There were some references to reviews from critics but most answers focused on the
reactions of original audiences; when this aspect was linked to the question, candidates
performed well. The majority of candidates who had seen performances of both texts
(some referred to the all-female production of A Doll’s House this year in London) managed
to apply their observations to the demands of the question in an integrated fashion. Highscoring candidates moved on from the obvious areas of study and wrote well about Mrs
Linde’s loss of her mother and Krogstad’s loss of Mrs Linde in the past (making good use
of the shipwreck imagery here). The word “impact” encouraged two different responses:
on the one hand, those who considered the impact on the audience, thereby creating an
opportunity to discuss context in an integrated fashion; and those who considered the
impact on characters, which were usually descriptive answers. The question provided an
ideal opportunity for poetry students to discuss the impact of bereavement in both texts.
Candidates compared the Wife of Bath’s attitudes to her husband’s funeral with Harrison’s
feelings about the loss of his parents. Answers examined a range of emotions expressed
by both texts and analysed relevant poetic devices. However, although there were some
references to the status of women in Chaucer’s time and Harrison’s social background, there
was a reluctance to explore contexts in sufficient detail.
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Here is an extract taken from a response that was awarded a Band 7 mark for AO3:
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Examiner Comments

This candidate provides a integrated response,
demonstrating a well-developed understanding of the
contexts in which the plays are received. The question
is tackled in a confident manner, and a comparative
approach is maintained throughout the answer.

Examiner Tip

Provide a balanced analysis of both texts, covering a
range of relevant contextual comparisons.
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This extract is from an answer that was awarded a Band 3 mark for AO2:
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Examiner Comments

This candidate applies an understanding of a range of
poetic features to the demands of the question. There is
a detailed analysis of both texts, showing a sophisticated
appreciation of both texts.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you recognise the generic features of your
prepared texts. In other words, when analysing poetry,
you need to explore a range of relevant poetic features in
response to the demands of the question.
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Summary
Section A

This question required candidates to write an extended critical analysis of an unseen extract
corresponding to their choice of topic (A Sense of Place, The Individual in Society, Love and
Loss or Family Relationships). A maximum of 10 marks at AO1 and 30 marks at AO2 were
available.
Family Relationships proved to be the most popular topic choice (probably because of the
drama texts available in Section B), whilst A Sense of Place was the least popular. All four
extracts allowed for good differentiation and candidates managed to identify and discuss a
wide range of features.
The vast majority of candidates were able to respond comfortably to the content of each of
the four unseen extracts. They were clearly aware of the primacy of AO2 and were able to
make relevant comments about how features of structure, form and language expressed the
attitudes, values and ideas present in the texts. Lower-scoring candidates tended to focus
mainly on lexis and the writer's more obvious opinions (often simplifying and exaggerating
these) while higher-band candidates responded perceptively to subtleties of syntax,
grammar and phonology as well. The most engaged responses were those on the Steve
Irwin obituary and the Blake Morrison autobiography - probably because students enjoyed
them and could relate to the content - but most candidates who wrote about the other two
pieces found plenty to say and did not struggle to appreciate the key aspects.
Some students were confused by the epistolary form of the Isabella Bird extract and spent
too much time making assumptions about the context in which she wrote the letter instead
of analyzing the actual text.
Higher band answers discussed genre, audience and purpose with confidence and
sophistication, linking them to the way writer’s convey attitudes, values or ideas. However,
a number of candidates focused too closely on these areas and neglected to analyse the
writer’s employment of linguistic and literary devices. For example, candidates suggested
narrow and specific audiences for the texts (such as 17-21-year olds for Morrison’s
autobiography) and many were clearly confused with the fact that the obituary was
published in ‘The Economist’, offering generalised assumptions as a result. A discussion of
the way the audience is positioned in the text (e.g. the extent to which the reader feels
sympathy with a writer or speaker) is often a more productive approach.
A detailed analysis of structure and language was demonstrated mainly by higher-band
candidates. They were able to identify key features in an integrated and fluent manner.
Lower-band answers tended to feature-spot or present limited observations, such as “this
shows careful thought”, or “this shows that the writer is clearly educated because they are
using polysyllabic lexis”. Some provided a definition of terms, rather than supply analysis
on how those particular features functioned within the text. However, it is worth stating
that the majority of the responses showed that candidates had been well prepared for this
question.
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Section B

This question required candidates to write a critical comparison of either two drama texts or
two poetry texts, corresponding to their choice of topic (A Sense of Place, The Individual in
Society, Love and Loss or Family Relationships). A maximum of 10 marks at AO1, 10 marks
at AO2 and 40 marks at AO3 were available.
The majority of answers were on the plays. There were plenty of very good, engaged
essays here, with candidates clearly aware of how to satisfy the requirements of AO3:
they were comfortably able to compare the texts and contexts in an integrated fashion
while, at the same time, ensuring that they answered the specific question. They made
sure that their discussion of context was relevant and closely linked to the texts. Some
candidates, however, struggled to get the balance right between answering the question
and hitting all the AO targets. Some merely answered the question – sometimes quite
well, admittedly – but failed to mention any of the contexts; some did the opposite, writing
well about the plays and comparing them in an integrated way, but not in clear relation
to the question (as if they were regurgitating prepared essays). Some spent too long
on external, non-textual context (e.g. Pinter’s private life, Plath’s personal difficulties or
Gunn’s and Williams’s homosexuality) and quite a few hardly said anything about language
features. Unfortunately, some candidates forgot they were writing about plays and referred
to "the reader" all the time, showing no awareness of theatricality. On the other hand,
it was pleasing to find some references to recent stage productions or even recorded
productions. With the poetry, it was a similar picture in terms of strengths and weaknesses
(the Chaucer/Harrison and the Metaphysicals/Plath combinations produced some particularly
effective responses). The majority of the poetry responses were rather disappointing in that
candidates did not pay enough attention to poetic and linguistic features. A more intensive
appreciation of the art of poetry - just as the drama candidates showed appreciation of
theatrical technique – would have been well received by examiners.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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